POLYAID
Since its inception, Polyglobal has been concerned about the environment and being a socially
responsible company. With this in mind, our production facilities have the best and most efficient
recovery technology systems. They wash down gases and recycle water.
Due to our efforts we have achieved the clean industry certification awarded by PROFEPA (Federal Office
for Environmental Protection) this distinction allows us to offer an excellent product and 100 % reliable,
in terms of sustainability.
Mexican environmental audits have been the subject of various surveys in North America. Many official
statements have been declared, but a revealing factor is that US insurance and financial institutions have
begun to demand that companies located in Mexico requesting services, have certifications that they are
in the audits of the PROFEPA program.
That and other signals that the market itself is acknowledging the efforts of companies in the Mexican
environmental audit, allow the possibility of establishing tri-national recognitions. Meaning, a company
which obtained the clean industry certificate issued by the Mexican Government (along with companies
in Canada or the USA through equivalent examinations) would automatically have access on a North
America stamp, allowing their products to be identified in international markets as a result of cleaner
production processes.
It is also important to discuss that in recent dates, at Pack Expo 2009 in Vegas Nevada, Polyglobal was
recognized as a sustainable company.
Subsequently Polyglobal launched its POLYAID program with the purpose of collecting the scrap
material generated by customers to transform Polyfoam and Insufoam to recycle them, and thus ensure
that these unsorted scarps do not end up in municipal waste dumps where it takes up to 150 years to
decompose becoming pollutants in the environment. This recycling generates by-products that are sold
in the market as recycled material. To qualify for this collection program the material has to comply with
a number of measures to ensure it not contaminated.For details about POLYAID please contact your
customer service executive.
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